Being John Malkovich (1999, USA)
A puppeteer discovers a portal that leads literally into the head of the movie star.
Directors: Spike Jonze
Starring: John Cusack, Cameron Diaz, John Malkovich, Octavia Spencer
(IMDB)

February 11th

Castle in the Sky (1986, Japan)
A young boy and a girl with a magic crystal must race against pirates and foreign agents in a search for a legendary floating castle.
Director: Hayao Miyazaki
Starring: Anna Paquin, James Van Der Beek, Cloris Leachman
(IMDB)
February 25th

Claudine (1974, USA)
Claudine tries to provide for her six children in Harlem while on welfare. She has a romance with Roop, a cheerful garbageman she meets while working on the side as a maid.

Director: John Berry
Starring: Diahann Carroll, James Earl Jones (IMDB)

March 11th

How to Get Ahead in Advertising (1989, UK)
Dennis Dimbleby Bagley is a brilliant young advertising executive who can't come up with a slogan to sell a revolutionary new pimple cream. His obsessive worrying affects not only his relationship with his wife, his friends and his boss, but also his own body - graphically demonstrated when he grows a large stress-related boil on his shoulder.

Director: Bruce Robinson
Starring: Richard E. Grant, Rachel Ward, Richard Wilson (IMDB)
March 25th

**Nine Queens** (2000, Argentina)
Two con artists try to swindle a stamp collector by selling him a sheet of counterfeit rare stamps.

**Director:** Fabián Bielinsky  
**Starring:** Gastón Pauls, Ricardo Darín, Leticia Brédice  
(IMDB)

April 8th

**Salaam Bombay!** (1988, India)
The boy Krishna is abandoned by his mother at the Apollo Circus and she tells him that he can only return home when he can afford 500 rupees to pay for the bicycle of his brother that he had trashed. Krishna is left behind by the circus and he takes a train to Bombay.

**Director:** Mira Nair  
**Starring:** Shafiq Syed, Hansa Vithal, Chanda Sharma  
(IMDB)
April 22

Indie Game: The Movie (2012, Canada)
A documentary that follows the journeys of indie game developers as they create games and release those works, and themselves, to the world.
Directors: James Swirsky and Lisanne Pajot
Starring: Edmund McMillen, Tommy Refenes, Phil Fish, Jonathan Blow (IMDB)

May 6th

Tusk (2014, USA/Canada)
When podcaster Wallace Bryton goes missing in the backwoods of Manitoba while interviewing a mysterious seafarer named Howard Howe, his best friend Teddy and girlfriend Allison team with an ex-cop to look for him.
Director: Kevin Smith
Starring: Michael Parks, Justin Long, Haley Joel Osment, Johnny Depp (IMDB)